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Waterproof PAQUApouch: safe, secure, and compact
Following the Summer success of the innovative PAQUA water-submersible bumbag, comes a
new pocket-size PAQUApouch, which provides the same level of protection in water but is half
the size.
PAQUA products are 100 per cent waterproof and 100 per cent submersible to 2 metres, thanks
to a unique tri-fold locking system; so unlike other supposedly waterproof products your
belongings are protected from far more than just sea spray. With PAQUA, you can safely swim,
surf or snorkel to your heart’s content, knowing your valuables are secured to your body, and are
completely safe and dry!
The new compact PAQUApouch is just the right size to fit your car keys, remote, cash and credit
cards, and solves the problem of what to do with them at the beach. It’s also very handy for a
whole range of adventure sports such as kayaking, skiing, mountain-biking and rock-climbing.
The tough PAQUA Velcro fastening system eliminates the need for any unnecessary clips or
buckles, so there’s no extra bulk and your body is unrestricted in the water. PAQUA straps are
fully adjustable and made of tough towel neoprene with mesh-backing to ensure they are
comfortable against your skin at all times. You can attach the PAQUApouch to your arm, ankle,
or waist, or remove the strap completely to turn it into a submersible wallet for slipping into boardshorts.
PAQUApouch is also ideal for travelling. You can strap it to your body wherever you are and
know your cash and credit cards are safe. And because it’s waterproof, your money won’t get
washed away by monsoon rains, or an unexpected swimming opportunity!
PAQUA boasts a maximum satisfaction-rating from customers, including well-known oceanswimmer and competitor Paul Ellercamp, who also operates www.oceanswims.com. “The new
PAQUApouch fits neatly on my arm, and there’s no problem with resistance while swimming,” he
says. “It allows me to carry the essential items safely and securely, and it’s nice knowing it will
remain watertight no matter how rough the conditions or the competition gets.”
So whether it’s just your keys and credit cards, or you want to take your mobile phone, iPod,
jewellery and sunscreen into the water, there’s a PAQUA product to suit your needs.
PAQUApouch will be in the stores by the end of March 2006 for $39.95. The PAQUA range is
available from a wide range of stockists including Favourite Cycles, 2/22 Darley Rd Manly. For
more information and a full list of stockists please visit www.paqua.com.au.
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